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Brand New. Austria, February 1925: It was always to remain a special date for Guy Renton. There his
chance meeting with the young and beautiful, but married, Mrs Renee Burton, precipitated the first
crisis in his life. Hitherto he had been sure of himself temperamentally and emotionally: the 1914-18
war over, he had concentrated on his love of rugby, eventually being capped for England, and he
knew that one day, when too old to play, he would enter the family wine business. Until that far offday, life should have been carefree. But Renee was to change his plans radically. This story of their
love and devotion is set in England between the wars: a time of changing standards when young
men were ready to question and were unprepared to accept a way of life just because fathers
thought it was their duty. Young women were taking advantage of a newfound freedom and
greater opportunities, and the young men respected them none the less for it. Guy s own family
became representative of the new way of thinking. Peace and war, security and unease, happiness
and tragedy are themes...
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Reviews
The book is straightforward in go through easier to recognize. it was actually writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am very happy to explain how this is
actually the greatest publication i have read through within my individual life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Gla dys Conr oy
Great eBook and useful one. We have go through and i also am certain that i am going to likely to read through yet again once more in the foreseeable
future. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking over this book.
-- Ca r ter Ha a g
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